London Douglas Club Manual and spares lists Reprint Availability.
The Douglas Club has just taken delivery of several new issues of manuals and other interesting publications:
1. 2 ¾ Manual 100 pages covering most versions from 1912 to the mid 20's
100 pages
2. 2 ¾ Illustrated spares list 1912 -27, we have included the later TS & CW non illustrated version as many of the
components listed match those of the earlier models.
Total c130 pages
3. 2 ¾ Tuning for speed, a small interesting book published in approx 1925 Various tips on getting the bike to exceed 65
mph. However no mention of how to stop it!!
24 pages
4. The Handbook of the 600cc (Side Valve) motorcycle, although very similar we have again added the 600 EW 1927
specification booklet.
Total 50 pages
5. The 4 HP handbook dated 1920, this is a later version of one that we have supplied to date and has more comprehensive
illustrations and rathe more general text covering a wider range than just the 4HP.
92 page
6. The 23 TT “The story of the Douglas and the TT 1923” This has been reproduced as close as possible to the original and
has 20 pages with almost 50 sepia tone photographs (some quite small) scattered throughout. The extra printing costs has
resulted in this costing rather more than out normal productions.
It is available at £11-00 to Club members and £13-00 to non members.
Details of all other publications can be found in the Club Magazine or by emailing me via the envelope ikon.

The cost of the publications vary from £6-00 to £11-00 approx. We are happy to supply non members but do add a small surcharge as
the service is primaly intended for Club members, therefore prices are kept as low as possible only making sufficient profit to keep
the scheme self funding however it is underwritten by thei Members annual subscription.

